
Name: _____________________________________

Junie B. Jones and 
Some Sneaky Peeky Spying

Vocabulary 
Chapters 1 - 3 

 Choose the correct definition for each underlined vocabulary word.

 1. The sneaky spy quietly watched the people in the park.

a.  trained b.  skilled

c.  tired d.  secretive 

 2. Ian hollered down the hall and got in trouble by our teacher.

a.  ran b.  sang

c.  yelled d.  skipped

 

 3. My brother accidentally broke my neighbor's window when he was playing baseball.  

a.  by mistake b.  purposely

c.  sadly d.  almost 

 4. She was filled with curiosity when she saw the large box. 

a.  fear b.  excitement

c.  wanting to know d.  happiness

 5. It is a mystery how socks go missing when they are placed in the wash.

a.  worry b.  hard to explain

c.  funny d.  surprise

 6. The grandmother couldn’t stop bragging about her grandchild's report card. 

a.  dreaming about b.  talking about

c.  thinking about d.  hearing about
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ANSWER KEY
Junie B. Jones and 

Some Sneaky Peeky Spying
Vocabulary 

Chapters 1 - 3 

 Choose the correct definition for each underlined vocabulary word.

 1. The sneaky spy quietly watched the people in the park.  d

a.  trained b.  skilled

c.  tired d.  secretive 

 2. Ian hollered down the hall and got in trouble by our teacher.  c 

a.  ran b.  sang

c.  yelled d.  skipped

 

 3. My brother accidentally broke my neighbor's window when he was playing baseball. a

a.  by mistake b.  purposely

c.  sadly d.  almost

 4. She was filled with curiosity when she saw the large box.  c

a.  fear b.  excitement

c.  wanting to know d.  happiness

 5. It is a mystery how socks go missing when they are placed in the wash.  b

a.  worry b.  hard to explain

c.  funny d.  surprise

 6. The grandmother couldn’t stop bragging about her grandchild's report card.   b

a.  dreaming b.  talking 

c.  thinking d.  hearing  
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